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AdvanceTEC Awarded Cleanroom Design Build Contract for 
World Leader in Biopharma 
Selection based on proven success, advanced  technology, concurrent off-site prefabrication, and 
on-site field execution strategy.   
 

Richmond, VA, May 9, 2022 –   AdvanceTEC, the leader in cleanroom design, construction, and 

mission critical process integration, today announced that the company has been awarded a cleanroom 

design build contract for a world leader in the biopharmaceutical industry. As a part of this project, 

AdvanceTEC will be working with an industry leading construction manager to deliver a large-scale 

cGMP cleanroom project. AdvanceTEC is responsible for design, 3D BIM / VDC modeling and 

integrating the cleanroom with high-performance finishes adhering to the client’s stringent business 

objectives.  

AdvanceTEC was selected for this critical project based on the company’s demonstrated ability to lead 

in 3D BIM / VDC modeling, design, and trade-partner coordination. While showcasing AdvanceTEC’s 

capabilities, the team took a deep dive into the project with the client demonstrating  constructability,  

schedule, and integrated sequence of work for other trade-partners and process equipment deliveries. 

This level of detail as well as demonstrating the value of AdvanceTEC’s prefabrication facility earned the 

selection.   

“This is an exciting and pivotal  win for AdvanceTEC,” noted Bryan Phelan, AdvanceTEC managing 

partner and director of customers. “With this project, AdvanceTEC not only expanded our footprint with 

a premier client but also secured business with respected construction manager, all while displacing a 

long-time competitor who was entrenched as a sole supplier to the site.” 

Gene Taylor, AdvanceTEC’s director of integration stated, “We are happy the client valued the level of 

detail our design team took when presenting the model and schedule.” Gene continued, “We have 

added new technology such as virtual reality and augmented reality to our Cleanroom IP platform. Both 

technologies will be utilized throughout this project and will help maintain coordination and project 

schedule. I believe our client saw firsthand the true power of our capabilities.”  

This facility will be outfitted with ISO 7 Class 10,000 and CNC clean spaces. AdvanceTEC will be 

utilizing virtual reality throughout the entire design build process for room-by-room programming of 

process equipment, personnel, and process utility access. Pairing technology with their offsite strategy 

and prefabrication facility, AdvanceTEC is ready to scale their clients needs hitting their time to market 

requirements.   
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AdvanceTEC is the leader in cleanroom design, construction and mission critical process integration 

serving clients in Biotech, Nanotech and Cleantech applications. Since its founding in 2000, 

AdvanceTEC has successfully constructed facilities for research, pilot production and high-volume 

manufacturing applications. The company works with leading technology companies, construction 

managers, architectural engineering firms to construct state-of-the-art cleanrooms to enable tomorrow’s 

technology. Its expertise is turn-key design/build projects, where schedule, certainty of cost and total 

performance is critical.  For more information, please visit www.AdvanceTECLLC.com. 
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